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19:26:33 From  F. Ida Hsu to Everyone: I think it should absolutely be protected time and 
equivalent portion of salary 
19:27:14 From  Monica Lawrence to Everyone: @Ida - Agreed! 
19:27:53 From  F. Ida Hsu to Everyone: Is Amal's audio difficult to hear for anyone else? 
19:28:03 From  Jen Heimall to Everyone: Yes, I also have difficulty to hear 
19:28:50 From  Frederic F Little to Everyone: Ideally FTE should be agnostic of salary and as 
Ida says should be X% of salary. 
19:28:54 From  Joe Yusin to Everyone: I agree,  it is really based on 40 hour work week with .20 
FTE reserved for program director/and associate program director time focused on fellow 
education/and fellowship administration. 
19:29:17 From  Joe Yusin to Everyone: This could be since we have new programs that are not 
on continue review at this time. 
19:31:50 From  Edwin Kim to Everyone: question for a future time: our program coordinator in 
her admin role doesnt have neatly split percent effort like faculty do. they are paid by a single 
source to do 100% admin whatever that may entail. when i brought up the 0.3 effort, i got blank 
looks and it was not clear how to do this or enforce this. would be curious on how other sites are 
setting this up 
19:35:35 From  Jen Heimall to Everyone: Is there data on the applicants who did not match in 
terms of gender, race and US/nonUS medical school? 
19:38:13 From  Joe Yusin to Everyone: Hi Edwin,  Unfortunately at this time, there is true way 
for direct enforcement, though this is something i could definitely bring up with the A/I RRC and 
can reach out to other specialties to see how they address it. 
19:40:55 From  Carol Saltoun to Everyone: It takes a longer if you have 3+ fellows! 
19:41:42 From  Monica Lawrence to Everyone: Aw cmon Carol, we “won” fair and square ;) ;) 
19:42:01 From  Paneez Khoury to Everyone: Exactly Carol!! Can't forget the denominator! 
19:42:21 From  Tara F Carr to Everyone: I’d trade my award for a few more fellows!! 
19:42:52 From  Edwin Kim to Everyone: @Joe Hi Joe thank you for the response. At our site, I 
do feel that I get appropriate support from my coordinator but if ACGME or someone wanted 
proof of 0.3 effort, I am not sure how I would prove this. I guess we'll all learn on the fly! 
19:43:03 From  Paneez Khoury to Everyone: even if you multiply by the number of milestones 
@Tara? 
19:43:19 From  Amal Assaad to Everyone: OK, I will adjust for the number of fellows next year!! 
thanks to all 
19:45:16 From  Joe Yusin to Everyone: Hi Edwin, i think it is really at this time up to the program 
director to determine if they are getting 12 hours of dedicated time from the coordinator.  This is 
definitely something that needs further attention. 
19:50:31 From  Prescott Atkinson to Everyone: I would favor having some private allergists on 
the ITE committee. 
19:51:19 From  lfonacier to Everyone: They may not volunteer and may need to be recruited. 
19:51:51 From  Edwin Kim to Everyone: does md/phd student mean within the phd part of their 
schooling? 
19:52:08 From  Prescott Atkinson to Everyone: Outstanding former fellows in private practice for 
several years would be good recruiting targets. 
19:52:20 From  Flavia Hoyte to Everyone: Any idea why med-peds percentage accepted was so 
much lower than the categorical residents? 
19:52:30 From  Gerry Lee to Everyone: If this opportunity is available for community 
allergist/immunologists to serve on ITE, please let me know - we have really excellent question 
writers for the ACAAI's AIM Self-Assessment question bank right now!!! 



19:53:42 From  Paneez Khoury to Everyone: From feedback from fellows ironically more feel 
the questions on the ITE are clinically applicable than the ABAI board. Biggest concern is that 
they're not comparable in terms of difficulty/content. 
19:56:29 From  Amal Assaad to Everyone: I suggest you include those who were not selected 
for Chrysalis or Sparks in the program you plan to do in May virtually 
19:56:49 From  Vivian Hernandez-Trujillo to Everyone:  I agree with Amal 
20:04:21 From  Rebecca Scherzer to Everyone: Outside of the pandemic, we have held a 
career exploration session at the AAAAI meeting that all students and residents can attend. 
20:04:48 From  Frederic F Little to Everyone: I agree with Rebecca wrt spreading the 
interest/'wealth' for Chrysalis and SPARKS. 
20:17:34 From  Paneez Khoury to Everyone: our numbers have been relatively stable 
20:18:41 From  Dr Sheikh iphone to Everyone: Ok- right -Total applicants can be stable but they 
apply to more programs each and interview at more programs each ….maybe ERAS can tell us 
the former. Only we could answer the latter ourselves … 
20:22:42 From  Frederic F Little to Everyone: Thanks Kim for organizing and to speakers! 
20:22:51 From  katherinetuttle to Everyone: Thanks!! 


